This may be your only chance !
Don’t miss a once-in-a-lifetime* event!

Due to an unusual conjunction of stars and planets, a rare opportunity is available to select people in your area. Once
every 13 years, the schedules of four people actually coincide to allow an event seldom seen in many, many years.
So rare an event, that some who have observed it have now forgotten and must again undergo the tedious wait for
another opportunity of the kind now ﬁnally coming to your area. Since this event occurs so incredibly infrequently,
you must act NOW to guarantee yourself an opportunity to witness it before the long long long wait begins again.
An event of this magnitude comes only at such great expense and with so much travail that it must be attended at
all cost, it will be the only topic of conversation for the next weeks and months and even years. You will at the
very least vigorously kick yourself if you ignore this invitation and miss a golden opportunity to become a member
of a most select community, those who have actually witnessed this astounding event for themselves ﬁrst hand.

Make the most of this special oﬀer!
It May Not Be Repeated!

So, what is this unique opportunity, you might well ask? What could be of such importance, such excitement,
what could be the event weʼre being offered? Well, weʼll get to that, but ﬁrst, what would you be willing to pay
for a show of such stupendous acolade, of such enormous acclaim, of such, yes, such annoying repetition? In
fact, what would it be worth to you for me to just shut up right on the spot, now, this very minute? OK. This show
wonʼt cost nearly that much. In fact, itʼs free. Gratis. Wonʼt cost you a dime. No, there is no expense incurred
at all unless you want to drink beer, eat bar food, and/or support local musicians, people who work tirelessly and
diligently to bring you original music that you think you might have once heard before, like itʼs haunted you, yet
just a little bit hard to think of where you could possibly have heard it. Then you might want to spend money.

You cannot aﬀord to miss this incredible event!

No, you cannot afford to miss this chance, this special, exclusive opportunity available now, to attend an amazing and wonderfully unique event you will remember for years. And now ﬁnally we can reveal the exact nature
of what is to happen at 5 PM, Sunday, May 30, 2004, at the Bistro located at 1004 B St., Hayward. It
will be an appearance as unexpected and yet as seemingly inevitable as an appearance by Offbeats. In fact,
it WILL be an appearance by Offbeats, featuring new drummer Patty DeVea. Never before seen in this incarnation, Offbeats will continue a 17-year streak of persistence that would daunt the average action superhero governor. In their ﬁrst appearance in over a year, Offbeats will re-introduce you to their unique brand of
original rock/ska/funk/reggae/what-have-you, that at once intimates and insinuates, deprecates and pontiﬁcates,
and generally makes audiences scratch their heads and tap their feet. So we hope to see you there and not
have to listen to your laments for having missed this extraordinary event for the next decade or more. You can
ﬁnd the Bistro from I-880 by taking the Jackson Street offramp east and turning left on Mission Blvd. Turn
right at C St. and left at Main. The Bistro is at the corner of Main and B Streets. B Street. As in B there.
Not satisﬁed with the polite indifference that greeted
their ﬁrst CD, Offbeats have nevertheless insisted on
producing a second CD in the hope of taking advantage of capitalizing on the potential dozens of people
who have not yet heard of them and are in any way
likely to. They will sink to any level to gain some
cheap attention. Remember when the moon went
off its orbit and wrecked all the tides and the global
temperature went up? ʻNuf said. Theyʼre not above
a cheap stunt or two and donʼt you forget it. See?
*Lifetime measured in dog years. Actual years may be less. No guarantee implied or expressed is made.

Complaints cheerfully entertained at www.offbeats.com

